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Introduction. There is an increasing demand for practical tools
to explore the evolution of scientific research published in biblio-
graphic archives such as the Web of Science (WoS), ISTEX, arXiv or
PubMed. The study of science evolution can help philosophers and
historians of science [3] to test their theories with data, researchers
to position their work in its scientific context, industry to evaluate
the potential for innovation and technological transfer, librarians
to classify scientific documents, etc. Revealing meaningful evolu-
tion patterns from document archives has many other applications
and can be extended to synthesize narratives from datasets across
multiple domains, including news stories, research papers, legal
cases and works of literature [5].

In the interdisciplinary ANR EPIQUE project1, we adopt the cog-
nitive view of scientific evolution which assumes that the evolution
only depends on the textual document contents (title, abstract, main
contents) [3]. Whereas this choice reduces the expressive power
by excluding the social view taking account of co-authorship and
citation graphs [2, 6], it also decreases the “social” bias and detects
more easily possible interactions between scientific ideas and con-
tributions, independently of any particular scientific community.
Graph-based topic evolution analysis builds on topic evolution net-
works [1] which track complex temporal evolution dynamics by
periodical topic discovery and similarity-based topic alignment. Fig-
ure 1 shows a snippet of a topic evolution graph extracted from the
arXiv2 corpus. The graph covers the periods between 2000 and 2006
decomposed into three overlapping time periods (3 year periods
with one year overlap). Each topic is represented by a rectangle
containing the top-10 topic terms obtained by an NLP document
pre-processing step. Emerging terms are shown in green, decay-
ing term boxes are colored in red, stable terms which exist both,
in ancestor topics and in descendant topics, are in blue and spe-
cific terms which appear only in the current topic are in white.
The thickness of the alignment edges reflects the similarity of the

1This work was funded by French ANR-16-CE38-0002-01 project EPIQUE
2https://arxiv.org/
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Figure 1: Pivot topics containing term “database” extracted from
arXiv, green = emerging terms, blue = stable terms, red = decaying
terms

connected topics. Several topics contain the term “database” and
we can observe different evolution patterns. The topic evolution
graph shows topics related to “data mining” (83), “data access in-
terfaces” (90), “information retrieval” (92), “logics, semantics” (80)
and “knowledge, reasoning” (54). The first three topics converge in
2002 − 2004 into a single topic on “object, xml, store, data mining”
(146) which splits in the period of 2004− 2006 into “storage servers”
(170), “data mining and management” (158) and “knowledge and
ontologies” (150).

Building and exploring topic evolution networks is still difficult
and needs an important expertise in statistical text mining. A first
challenge for domain experts is to correctly tune method specific
hyper parameters with respect to a given dataset and an expected
output. A second challenge concerns the visual exploration of large
topic evolution networks. Whereas existing graph visualisation
tools like Gephi 3 or Graphviz 4 can be used to generate high-quality
visualisations, their use for exploring large graphs and identifying
meaningful evolution patterns is difficult.

3https://gephi.org/
4https://www.graphviz.org/
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Pivot Graph Model and Query Language. In this work we propose
a data model for the visualisation and exploration of topic evolution
networks representing the research progress in scientific document
archives. Our model is independent of a particular topic extraction
and alignment method and proposes a set of semantic and structural
metrics for characterizing and filtering meaningful topic evolution
patterns.

For identifying topic evolution patterns we decompose topic evo-
lution graphs into subgraphs defined by a chosen topic 𝑡 connected
to other topics through alignment edges with some minimal simi-
larity threshold 𝛽 . Each couple (𝑡, 𝛽) of some topic 𝑡 and threshold
𝛽 called a pivot topic and corresponds to a family of subgraphs
G(𝑡, 𝛽) called pivot graphs. We distinguish three particular pivot
graphs denoted by (1) G 𝑓 (𝑡, 𝛽), the maximal subgraph with all
nodes that are reachable from 𝑡 through paths with minimal edge
weight 𝛽 , (2) G𝑝 (𝑡, 𝛽), the maximal subgraph with all nodes that
can reach 𝑡 through paths with minimal edge weight 𝛽 and their
union (3) G∗ (𝑡, 𝛽) = G𝑝 (𝑡, 𝛽) ∪ G 𝑓 (𝑡, 𝛽).

The evolution of a topic 𝑡 can then be characterized by the
structure of its future G 𝑓 (𝑡, 𝛽) and its past G𝑝 (𝑡, 𝛽) for different
𝛽-thresholds. The goal of our pivot graph model is to define a query
language which allows users to filter topics according to some use-
ful metrics concerning their evolution represented by their pivot
graphs.

Our query language allows experts to filter pivot graphs accord-
ing to some evolution pattern defined by the combination of graph
evolution filters. For example query𝑄1 filters all pivot topics where
the future has an average edge similarity (relative evolution degree)
𝑅𝑒𝑣𝑜𝑙 > 0.6 and an average pivot topic similarity (pivot evolution
degree) 𝑃𝑒𝑣𝑜𝑙 > 0.5, each future topic has two child topics in av-
erage (𝑆𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑡 ) and there exist future subtopics related to the pivot
topic with a minimal distance of 5 periods (𝐿𝑖𝑣𝑒):
Q1 : DB . Future . Revol ( > = 0 . 5 ) . Pevol ( > = 0 . 6 )

. Sp l i t ( > = 2 ) . Live ( = 5 )

Observe that the user does not specify the 𝛽-threshold and the
result contains for each topic 𝑡 all its pivot topics (𝑡, 𝛽) satisfying
the filter.

Apart from these metric-based filters, our query language also
allows users to define other multi-dimensional filtering criteria
including topic labels and temporal conditions for the selection of
pivot topics. For example, the following query finds all topics with
an emerging term “deep learning” where the past contains a path to a
topic with the decaying term “big data” :
Q2 : DB . Emerge ( "deep␣learning" )

. Past . Path (Decay ( "big␣data" ) )

Finally, pivot topics and their associated metrics can be used for
the structural and quantitative analysis of topic evolution graphs.
For example Figure 2 shows the distribution of future pivot evolu-
tion graphs in arXiv with respect to their split degree and conver-
gence degree . We can see that a low threshold 𝛽 = 0.2 generates
a large number of complex pivot topic graphs with high split and
convergence degrees.

Implementation and Experimentation. The long version of this
article includes a more detailed description of the underlying algo-
rithms and other important aspects concerning quality issues like

Figure 2: 𝛽 = 0.2, #𝑇 = 50, #Pivot = 477, #Isolated = 23

topic diversity. The workflow also has been implemented on top
of Apache Spark and we have have conducted several experiments
on four real-world scientific archives covering 20 years of scientific
publications including 1.15million scientific articles extracted from
arXiv and 1 million documents extracted from Wiley’s Web Of
Science.

Conclusion. In this article we propose a generic evolution net-
work computation and visualization framework which combines
a high-level data model with big data technology for extracting
and exploring topic evolution networks. The graph model relies
on the notion of pivot topic graphs, which describe the contents
and the evolution dynamics of topics at different levels of detail.
The model also includes a number of high-level semantic metrics
which enable domain experts to specify meaningful topic evolution
patterns (queries) for exploring large topic evolution networks. This
framework has been completely implemented on top of Apache
Spark using LDA and cosine similarity for topic extraction and topic
alignment. The user can express complex evolution pattern queries
to obtain the relevant pivot topic graphs. A first prototype [4] is
used to extract complex evolution patterns for different scientific
domains as part of the EPIQUE project and in collaboration with
philosophers of science. As future work we intend to optimize the
computation of pivot topic evolution graphs and exploit the LDA
document-topic matrix for enriching the analysis.
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